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Abstract

Measurements in the CERN Proton Synchrotron showed

that achieving the required accuracy for the emittance char-

acterisation of high brightness beams is challenging. Some

of the present limits can be related to systematic errors in

the wire scanner calibration or, for the horizontal emittance

determination, in the assumptions adopted while deconvo-

luting the contribution of the longitudinal plane from the

measured transverse profile. We present in this paper the

results of a beam-based test of the wire scanner calibra-

tion and of a general numerical deconvolution algorithm to

compute the betatronic profile starting from the measured

ones. In addition to the bunch train average emittance, a

bunch-by-bunch transverse emittance measurement would

increase the potential to understand, optimise and monitor

the beam performance. In 2015 the first PS bunch-by-bunch

measurement chain was setup. The results are reported and

discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The LHC Injector Upgrade (LIU) aims to increase by

about a factor two the brightness of the beams provided by

the Injector Complex to the LHC [1]. To achieve this goal

the transverse emittance blow-up (ǫn) budget in the CERN

Proton Synchrotron (PS) is strict (5%) [2]. This constraint

automatically sets upper limits to the precision and accuracy

of the measurement of the ǫn . In the past years, measurement

in the CERN Proton Synchrotron (PS) showed that these

limits are challenging to meet for low emittance beams [3].

This is particularly true for the horizontal plane, where the

measured transverse beam profile is the convolution of the

betatronic one and the one due to the dispersion and the

beam energy distribution.

Presently, the evolution of the ǫn in the PS is monitored

and optimised by using 3 horizontal and 2 vertical wire

scanners (WS) [4] [5]. The machine is also equipped with 3

SEM grid devices (each device has a horizontal and vertical

grid) but can be presently used only for measuring the beam’s

first turn [6]. In the PS ring, there are also 5 scintillating

screens installed in injection/extraction channel of the septa

[7] used mostly for beam steering. In order to improve

the diagnostic tools for the ǫn characterization, a new WS

mechanical design will be adopted [8] and a beam rest gas

ionization monitor prototype (BGI) is going to be installed

in the machine in 2016 [9].

THE BEAM-BASED WS CALIBRATION

In contrast to SEM grids, the screens or the BGI, the WS

is moving during the measurement (flying wires). For a cor-

rect reconstruction of the beam profile, the accuracy of the
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Figure 1: Singular values of the dispersive orbits in the hori-

zontal and vertical planes (top). An example of correlation

between two PUs (bottom). From the two plots we can con-

clude that the Dx within the
∆p

p
region explored during the

radial scan.

knowledge of the wire position is critical. This is obtained by

a calibration function, f (measured in a calibration bench),

that relates the signal, m, from a potentiometer installed on

the WS motor with the wire position projected on the plane

perpendicular to the beam direction, x (x = f (m)). It is

important to note that adding to f an constant error with

respect to m will affect the reconstructed position of the

beam profile (offset error) but will not affect the accuracy

of ǫn . On the other hand an error in
df

dm
can directly im-

pact on the beam reconstructed profile accuracy (therefore

on ǫn and/or beam tail characterisation). During the 2015

run, the calibration of two horizontal WS was compared

with a beam-based WS calibration. This is usually done

using local orbit bumps. In our case, we used the radial

steering capability of the PS beam control: this allows a

large horizontal excursion of the beam even at top energy

and use all 43 pick-ups (PUs) for a better conditioning of the

problem. From the performed measurement, we observed

that the dispersion of the machine, Dx , is linear within the

explored off-momentum,
∆p

p
. This can be concluded by in-

spection of the singular values (SVs) of the acquired orbit

matrix (the horizontal dispersion, Dx , is linear if there is

one dominating singular value, Fig. 1) or by a trivial cor-

relation between all the different pick-ups (see Fig 1 lower

plot). The left and right singular vectors (respectively u1 and

v1) corresponding to the dominant SV will be respectively

proportional to the dispersion in the 43 PUs and the
∆p

p
of

the different measurements. Comparing the horizontal and

vertical planes SVs (Fig. 1) one can observe that the spuri-
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Figure 2: Correlation between the position read by the WS54

and the nearby PU.

ous dispersion in the vertical plane, Dy , is ≈ 100 smaller

than the horizontal one. Dy can be due to spurious vertical

dipolar components, PU tilt errors and coupling between the

transverse planes. We observed a good correlation between

the v1 obtained from the horizontal and vertical SV analysis

confirming its overall consistency. During the radial steering

scan, we performed WS measurement using both WSs in

the straight section 54 (WS54) and 68 (WS68) with 10 and

15 m/s speed respectively. The measurement was done at

top energy (26 GeV) with a LHC type single bunch (pencil

beam) using the “IN” scan movement. We used the WS as

PU by defining the position of the beam at the WS location

as the center, µ, of the 5-parameter Gaussian fit [3]. From

the above consideration we expect to have a linear relation

between the v1 and µ. In Fig. 2, we show the results of the

measurement for WS54. This measurement puts in evidence

minor errors in the linearity of the µ. It is important to note

that this check is based only on the linearity of the dispersion

and is not affected by possible PU calibration errors. On the

other hand to make a complete WS beam-based calibration

we need to measure or compute the dispersion at the WS.

In the PS, all the WS have a nearby PU (≈ 50 cm apart).

From a linear optics model of the machine one can verify

that the dispersion difference from the PU and the WS is

< 1%. Therefore one can derive the dispersion at the WS

using nearby PU and assuming that the calibration errors

of the PU itself is negligible. This hypothesis was checked

using the linear model of the machine: in Fig. 3 we show

the computed Dx (solid line) and the one obtained by u1

after having applied a scaling factor. It is possible to note

that only a fraction of the PU (black circles) behave as ex-

pected. Further investigations are therefore needed to verify

the calibrations of the other PUs (red crosses).

DECONVOLUTION ALGORITHM

The WS transverse beam distribution, ρWS , is the convo-

lution of the dispersive distribution, ρDx
, and the betatronic

one, ρβx
. The ρβx

is the relevant one for our purpose since

related to the transverse emittance. In the vertical plane, we

neglect the contribution of the dispersion. In the horizontal

plane ρDx
can be derived from the energy distribution ρ ∆p

p

obtained, under the assumptions of the matched longitudinal

phase space, by the Abel transform of the measurable longi-

tudinal profile, ρ∆t [10,11]. To obtain ρβx
from ρWS and

ρDx
we need to solve a convolution equation. The present ap-
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Figure 3: Comparison between measured (markers) and

simulated dispersion (solid line). The red markers represent

values in disagreement with the model.

proach used to compute ρβx
is to assume that ρWS and ρDx

(and therefore ρβx
) are normal distributions. This approx-

imation introduces systematic errors in particular for low

transverse emittance and large longitudinal emittance beams.

Recently it was proposed to use a deconvolution algorithm

assuming that only ρβx
is a normal distribution [12, 13]. In

the following we discuss a deconvolution algorithm to relax

also this hypothesis. This algorithm can be used in comple-

ment and for comparison with the previous two to investigate

the tail distribution of ρβx
. The stability of the presented al-

gorithm is limited and particular attention has to be devoted

in minimizing the noise of the measurement (i.e., by averag-

ing). For the deconvolution, we used the approach described

in [14]. The numerical convolution ρWS = ρDx
⊗ ρβx

can

be rewritten as a matrix multiplication, where one of the in-

puts, ρDx
, is converted into a Toeplitz matrix (i.e., a diagonal

constant matrix), H (ρWS = H ρβx
). Solving the problem

with a least-square approach and using a regularization on

the second order derivative of ρβx
, one has

ρβx
= (HT H + λDT D)−1HT ρWS (1)

where λ is the regularization parameter and D is the second

difference matrix

D =










1 −2 1

. . .
. . .

. . .

1 −2 1










. (2)

An example of the result of the algorithm is shown in Fig. 4.

For this example we used an heavy-tail ρβx
. If the noise

level is negligible the ρβx
can be reconstructed with no error.

If we apply the same algorithm considering noise in the ρWS

and ρDx
distributions, the precision on the reconstructed

profile is limited. In any case, the high-frequency noise can

be reduce with a Fourier filter before applying the Eq. 1.

THE BUNCH-TO-BUNCH EMITTANCE

MEASUREMENT

During the 2015, the first PS bunch-by-bunch measure-

ment chain was setup. This kind of measurement can reveal

differences in the brightness in the bunches injected from

the PS Booster (PSB) and allow to investigate emittance

blow-up along the bunch train during the PS cycle. Most of
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Figure 4: Deconvolution without noise in the measured

signal, λ = 0 (above). Simulating the effect of noise, λ =

0.003 (below).
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Figure 5: An example of signal obtained from the WS PM

numerical gating in h=84 (less than three turn are shown).

the hardware for the bunch-by-bunch measurement is shared

with the turn-by-turn measurement but the high bandwidth

cables connecting the two WS photomultipliers (PM) with

the front-end electronics and the acquisition card to gate

the PM signal with fgate = 84 frev . The gating electronics

is not yet fully commissioned. For our measurement, we

acquired the PM signal and the beam frev signal directly

on an oscilloscope. The oscilloscope was triggered by the

WS trigger and the signal acquired at maximum sampling (1

GS/s), typically, in a 5 ms time window (compatible the the

WS time-of-flight in the beam). The gating was numerically

done during the post-processing combining the two signals.

An example of the gating of one of the two signals is shown

in Fig. 5. The measurements were done for different beams

(LHC and nToF type), different harmonics (h=7, 8, 21, 84)

and energies (injection and extraction energy). One of the

main concerns of the bunch-by-bunch measurement is the

cross-talk of adjacent bunches. To explore this limit, we

introduced fast bunch-by-bunch emittance variation along

the batch by injecting 6 bunches with different emittances

(this can be done by varying the bunch intensity in the PSB).

Each of the 6 injected bunches are split longitudinally in

12 bunches (from h=7 to h=84) during the PS LHC cycle.

Using bunch-by-bunch WS measurement at top energy we

expect to see beam sigmas grouped in 7 clusters according to

the original bunch emittance. The results are shown in Fig. 6.
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Figure 6: The bunch-by-bunch beam size (1σ) measurement

in the 7×12 buckets for an LHC beams in the PS at extraction

energy.

It is worth noting that the three clusters of 6 bunches noted

with the number 4, 5 and 6 show a different beam σ that

depend linearly on the intensity of the bunch (as expected).

The signal of the cluster 1, 2, and 3 is too noisy (the PM

voltage was optimized for the higher intensity of clusters 4,

5) and can be compared to the cluster 0 corresponding to the

abort gap (no signal, pure noise). The transition between

the σ of the clusters 4 and 5 is clearly visible. From that

observation we can conclude that, for a correct setting of the

PM, the cross-talk between adjacent bunches introduced by

the signal chain is negligible.

CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we presented a beam-based method to ver-

ify the linearity of the horizontal wire scanner calibration

with respect to the beam dispersive orbit. The maximum

error on the slope of the calibration curve is ≈10% for ra-

dial displacement from -20 to +25 mm. This impacts the

instrument accuracy. In the worst case (e.g., pencil beam

with σ ≈ 1 mm), the relative accuracy error of the measured

beam σ can go up to 10% for measurements at different

radial positions. To conclude about the absolute accuracy

of the WS for a given radial position, further investigations

are needed on the PU calibrations and on the model of the

machine dispersion. A general deconvolution algorithm to

compute the beam betatronic distribution was presented. It is

based on transforming the convolution equation in a matrix

multiplication and solving it using a standard regularization

algorithm. In addition, the results of the first PS bunch-by-

bunch emittance measurements, based on numerical gating,

were reported. In the tested beam conditions, the cross-talk

between adjacent bunches at 25 ns spacing is marginal.
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